SEGA elections: important or pointless?

By Anthony B. Elliott Copy editor

To put it simply, student elections are a joke. They're just like every other political race in the world. People are mad, groups are arguing, and opinions are never fully heard.

In Bakersfield, there's only one such race that SEGA actually matters, and that is the SEGA executive race. If you can promise during your campaign that you'll make changes, then your campaign has a chance of success. If you can convince the people that your ideas are better, then you can make sure you'll be in the position to make changes.

Yet, the current race is going to be cut short because of the poor attendance. It's a shame,真的, that there won't be any students in the position to make changes. It's a shame,真的, that the students who would've been able to make changes are now being held back.

If you want to make changes, you need to participate in the election. If you don't, then the people who are already in power will make the changes. It's a shame,真的, that the election is cut short.
REVIEW

Ching Yen creates choicestick cuisine

By Kathy Ard

The Renegade Rip

Ching Yen gives the Buckn Boiling Pot a run for its money.

Although their story does hit some points of the aforementioned classic romantic plots, it does so with very different characters that are interesting and believable. The characters, and the unscripted theme that vary from story to story, make this album more than just a book of music and songs to listen to. Their message of being together as a family and sharing the same room is something that is very rare in today's society.
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**Band plays Celtic music with 'real edge'**

By Vincent Penet

Celtic music is not the first thing that comes to mind when thinking of Bakersfield music. But that was the case on Tuesday night at the Lehigh Lounge, where the Lucky Rabbit played a new set of music that included some Celtic music.

"I wanted to add a bit of variety to our sets," said Matt Martin, the lead singer and guitarist for the Lucky Rabbit. "We have done so many shows in a row that it's nice to mix things up a bit." He added that the band's new set will include "real edge," as in the use of traditional Irish instruments like the bodhran and tin whistle.

The band's first set included original songs as well as covers of traditional Irish music. Martin said that the band has been working on developing their own sound and that they are looking forward to trying out some new material in their next set.

"We want to bring something different to the Bakersfield music scene," Martin said. "I think that people are really going to enjoy our new set."
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Celtic music is not the first thing that comes to mind when one thinks of Barnardos. Yet, on the last night of March, Whiskey Galore, a folk/rock/celtic band from Bakersfield, performed a concert at the Renegade Rip. Everyone in attendance was amazed by the energy and passion that the band put into their performance.

As the band members took the stage, the audience was greeted with a warm and inviting atmosphere. The band’s lead singer, Danis Davis, welcomed everyone and introduced the band members. The group consisted of Whiskey Galore’s lead singer Danis Davis, and three other members, whose names were not mentioned in the program.

The band’s music is a fusion of traditional Irish and Scottish music with modern rock elements, creating a unique and captivating sound. The band’s lead singer, Danis Davis, was the center of attention as he sang with passion and energy, supported by the skilled musicians behind him. The band’s music is both soothing and exciting, with a mix of slow and fast tunes that kept the audience engaged.

Throughout the night, the band played a variety of songs, including some of their own compositions and others that are popular in the celtic music genre. The audience was treated to a range of musical styles, from fast-paced rock to slow and melodic ballads. Each song was performed with great skill and dedication, and the audience was able to appreciate the depth of the band’s musical talent.

By the end of the night, the audience was left feeling energized and uplifted. The concert was a perfect example of how music can bring people together and create a sense of community. The band’s performance was a testament to the power of music and the importance of sharing it with others.
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Bakersfield College infielder Amanda Flores swings at a seventh inning pitch against Fullerton College on March 9. BC lost the game 8-3.

SPORTS

Softball team doesn’t quit

Natalie Rodriguez

The Bakersfield College softball team added another win to their record and was triumphant against Santa Monica College on March 11.

Santa Monica did not have their best defense show up as they had to pull out all the stops to come back and offer to stochastic for March 12 but Santa Monica never got back to BC head coach Sandi Taylor about exhibiting.

Taylor talked about the win saying: “We don’t consider it a win, it goes on our record but it is not a win really. We would rather play a couple of games and go back on Friday,” said Taylor.

Sandi Courtney-Hockett also talked about the Santa Monica’s defense. “Their defense is getting better everyday, we need to improve on our defense the whole thing, not just one game, we need to improve our hitting,” said Courtney-Hockett.

Taylor pointed to Hockett and Courtney-Hockett as key contributors. “These two players have been really limiting the ball hard and I thought showed character on their part just because bad we couldn’t score a run in the bottom of the fifth inning, the game would have been over. It just shows their flight and determination. They are not going to step until the last out,” said Taylor.

Taylor continued to talk about the team qualities. “It was not our best game, we had too many errors, we didn’t meet our own standards and it was our worst performance as a whole,” said Taylor.

She went on to say they have too many two-out errors and too many strikeouts. Taylor also said her team “showed a lot of character being down 6-1, and there was no out in it.”

The BC softball team has 10 games in the next two weeks, Taylor said. “We have a tough couple of weeks ahead of us.”

Natalie Rodriguez

The Bakersfield College men’s golf team placed fourth out of 12 in the College of the Canyons Invitational played on March 11.

Of the 12 teams that competed in the tournament, BC placed third with a score of 541. The team of the Canyons placed first with a score of 529 followed by Glendale College placing second with a score of 549.

“March 11 was a great day for us as we tied for fifth place and get a good win which is needed before we head to the Big West Conference meet on March 28,” said Coach Ben Kidd as he discussed the team’s performance.
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